Press release

IT’S GOOD TO GET TOGETHER AROUND THE
TABLE
TABLE TALK AT TEAM 7

echt.zeit table

This is where contracts are hammered out, business deals agreed and plots hatched. It’s a symbol of hospitality and
family togetherness and invites us to be sociable. We’re talking about the table. Whatever its form or colour, a dining
table is essential in every household and generally occupies a prominent position. This is where we get together,
where memories are made, and where we simply enjoy the moment – and delicious food, prepared with love. The joy
of these experiences and how they make us feel is deeply embedded in the philosophy behind the echt.zeit table from
solid wood specialist TEAM 7. TEAM 7 furniture is handcrafted from premium solid wood – full of life, expressive and
authentic.
The echt.zeit table for example, available up to four metres in length, takes us on a journey to the natural world.
From the forest to the dining room and back: the table top is the result of years of natural growth, bringing a sense of
unspoiled authenticity into the home. It is made from two slabs of untreated wood that were cut from the tree trunk
as a single piece. These impressive tables have their own stories to tell, in the knots, graining and colour variations
of the wood. This natural material is sustainable, healthy to live with and its distinctive fragrance and texture delight
the senses.
These solid wood tables also boast sophisticated details and smart thinking. It’s worth taking a look at their inner
values. TEAM 7 brings flexibility to the table. The innovative and elegant tak extendable table, for instance, reaches out
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to new dimensions with ease. Three quick hand movements – pull, swivel and lock – are enough to move the pull-out
extension smoothly into position. The beautiful solid wood top is strong but slender, just 16 mm thick, and can stretch
to a length of three metres.
The flaye solid wood table is a record-breaker too. Thanks to its intuitive non-stop extension system, it can grow by
100 cm in just four seconds, transforming itself swiftly into a long dining table. Refined and clean-lined in form, with
special talents in ergonomics, function and technology, the taso table is equally impressive. Like all TEAM 7’s star
performers, it creates plenty of space for lots of people to get together comfortably, in next to no time. And the imposing tema dining table is guaranteed to make a great impression in the dining room: stylish and strong, modern and
functionally sophisticated.
Like all TEAM 7’s furniture, their dining tables are finished with natural oils and the superb craftsmanship is unmistakable. This artisan producer uses only wood from European deciduous trees, grown in sustainably managed forests,
and produces the boards for all its furniture at its own plant. For optimal warp-resistant stability, the boards are glued
together in three layers without using any solvents. The wood is dried gently to conserve its open-pore structure, and
finished with pure natural oils. This means the valuable properties of the natural material are preserved: it breathes,
absorbs moisture and releases it back into the room, helping to maintain a healthy room climate. Combined with smart
functionality and exclusive design style, the result is custom-made furniture for discerning buyers, made to last a
lifetime.
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